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Over the last 20 years, there has been much research aimed at improving environmental risk assessment of transgenic crops. Despite large amounts of data, decisions to allow or prohibit the release of transgenic crops remain confused and controversial. We argue that part of the reason for confusion is the lack of clear definitions of components of the environment that should be protected, and, as a consequence, there is no way to judge the relevance of data collected under the auspices of ‘environmental risk assessment’. Although this criticism applies to most aspects of environmental risk assessment of transgenic crops, it is most pertinent to effects that might result from an increase in plant fitness, often referred to as increased weediness. Environmental risk assessment of weediness is regarded as complicated: an increase in the fitness of a transgenic plant compared with non-transgenic counterparts will be the result of an interaction between the altered plant phenotype and an enormous number of environmental variables. This has led to the idea that risk assessment of weediness needs to “understand” these interactions, with the implication that exhaustive data are required. Here we argue that environmental risk assessment of the weediness of transgenic plants need not be complicated. Analysis of the conditions that must be met for increased weediness to occur suggests a series of studies that starts with simple tests in the laboratory under “worst case” assumptions, and becomes increasingly complex and realistic should the simpler studies not indicate negligible risk with sufficient certainty. We illustrate how the approach might work for assessing the risks of increased weediness using the example of possible introgression of a gene for *Turnip mosaic virus* (TuMV) resistance from oilseed rape to certain wild *Brassica* species.
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INTRODUCTION

An effective risk assessment seeks to minimize the amount of data required to reach an accurate prediction of the likelihood that harm might result from a proposed action. The collection of superfluous data that do not improve decision-making diverts effort from more worthwhile activities, and may confuse rather than clarify. Indeed, collection of data is not free of risk; overall risk may be increased if the replacement of a product with a less harmful alternative is delayed while data are collected (Cross, 1996).

In this paper we propose that stepwise assessment, using a framework similar to that which is standard for the testing of pesticides, can be used to assess the risks of increased weediness of wild species following introgression of transgenes from a transgenic crop. We argue that a detailed simulation of the natural ecosystems into which the transgenes may spread is not necessary. Our aim is to show that the environmental risks associated with gene flow from transgenic crops can begin with desk or laboratory studies and be followed, if justified, by small,
THE STRUCTURE OF ENVIRONMENTAL RISK ASSESSMENTS

The structure of an environmental risk assessment is simple: decide what needs protection from harm; assess how a proposed action might cause harm; and collect data, from the literature or from new studies, to predict the likelihood and magnitude of harm following that action. Environmental risk assessment of transgenic plants appears complicated because these simple concepts are not followed. There is confusion about what needs protection (e.g., are weeds harmful, or are they valuable because they contribute to biodiversity?), vague ideas about how transgenic plants might cause harm (the effects of “unknown unknowns”; see Gray, 2004, for a critique of this concept in risk assessment), and data are collected without any indication of how they should be used to assess risk. In the jargon of risk assessment, there is poor “problem formulation”.

Our purpose is to show how clarification of a problem can lead to simple and effective experiments to assess the risk of something as apparently complicated as the potential increase in weeding of plants that become resistant to disease through introgression of genes from transgenic crops. To do this, we introduce definitions of vital elements of risk assessments with illustrations from the assessment of pesticides: management objectives, assessment endpoints, hazard, exposure, test endpoints and trigger values. Although pesticides and transgenic crops pose different hazards and have different routes of exposure, the concepts applied to the environmental risks of chemicals can be usefully applied to transgenic crops (Raybould, 2005; Raybould and Wilkinson, 2005).

Management objectives

The assessment of risk of an action, such as the cultivation of a transgenic crop, is usually undertaken to meet some general objectives that are set by law. In the United States, transgenic plants that express pesticidal proteins are regulated under the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA). The purpose of FIFRA is to “protect the public health and environment from the misuse of pesticides by regulating the labeling and registration of pesticides and by considering the costs and benefits of their use”. Also, transgenic plants that contain or are derived from plant pests (in practice all transgenic plants), whether expressing pesticidal proteins or not, are regulated under the Federal Plant Protection Act (FPPA). Transgenic plants are regarded as “regulated articles” under the FPPA unless it can be demonstrated that the plants do not present a pest risk. A plant pest is defined as an organism or substance that “can directly or indirectly injure or cause disease or damage in or to any plants or parts thereof, or any processed, manufactured, or other products of plants” (APHIS, 1987). Transgenic plants must also comply with the Endangered Species Act (ESA), which “prohibits any action that can adversely affect an endangered or threatened species or its habitat”.

Similar management objectives are prescribed in the European Union. Directive 2001/18/EC covers the release of transgenic organisms (“GMOs”), and requires that risk assessments “identify and evaluate potential adverse effects of the GMO, either direct [or] indirect, immediate or delayed, on human health and the environment which the deliberate release or placing on the market of GMOs may have”. The “Habitats Directive” (92/43/EEC), fulfils a similar function to the USA’s ESA, and obliges countries to ensure the “preservation, protection and improvement of the quality of the environment, including the conservation of natural habitats and of wild fauna and flora”. The Directive lists habitats (in Annex I) and species (in Annex II) that require “the designation of special areas of conservation”, and also lists species (in Annex IV) of EU “interest in need of strict protection”. Cultivation of transgenic plants should comply with this Directive. Therefore in the USA and the EU, the protection of human health and the environment, including endangered species and their habitats, are the management objectives that must be covered by an environmental risk assessment for a transgenic crop.

Assessment endpoints

Management objectives are general concepts. To be useful, they must be expressed as measurable phenomena as unambiguously as possible; in other words, they require operational definitions. Assessment endpoints are operational definitions of management objectives that describe components in the environment to be protected. Assessment endpoints should comprise an entity (e.g., a population of a particular species in a particular area) and a property of that entity (e.g., the population size) (Newman, 1998). A typical assessment endpoint for pesticide risk
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assessments is the population size of non-target arthropods
in the area where the pesticide was applied, one year after
application.

Hazard
The hazard of a substance or action is its ability to cause
harm. The main hazard of pesticides is their toxicity,
although properties such as flammability and corrosiveness
are other potential hazards.

Exposure
Exposure is the probability of being exposed to a hazard.
A pesticide may be highly toxic, but pose no risk because
all the assessment endpoints are not exposed to
concentrations or doses of the chemical that cause harm.

Test endpoints
The risk to assessment endpoints is not usually assessed
directly, at least in the early stages of a risk assessment.
Instead, measurements of hazard and exposure are made
in the laboratory and used to predict effects on the
assessment endpoints. The measures of hazard and
exposure are called test endpoints. Test endpoints for
hazard include the concentration or dose of a pesticide
required to kill 50% of a test population (the LC50 and
LD50 respectively). Test endpoints for exposure include
predicted environmental concentrations (PECs) of the
pesticide in water or in food.

Risk
Risk is estimated by combining the hazard and exposure
measurements. For chemicals, the risk estimator may be
as simple as the ratio of the PEC and the LC50 (the hazard
quotient, HQ).

Trigger values
Once the risk has been estimated, a decision must be made
as to whether negligible risk has been estimated with
sufficient certainty ("acceptable risk"). When risk is
assessed as an HQ, values below a certain threshold are
defined as "acceptable risk" and values above as
"unacceptable risk". The threshold is called the "trigger"
because different actions are triggered by values of the risk
estimator either side of the threshold.

TIERED ASSESSMENTS IN ENVIRONMENTAL
RISK ASSESSMENT

Risk assessment begins with problem formulation, in
essence a conceptual model that links the proposed action
(e.g., cultivation of a transgenic crop, application of a
pesticide, building a road) to possible harm to the
assessment endpoints, and the assessment endpoints to a
series of test endpoints to predict to what extent that harm
will be realized. Test endpoints will be measures of the
hazards of, and exposure to the proposed action.

If estimates of the test endpoints already exist, the risk
assessment can be completed without additional studies.
If data do not exist, studies to obtain hazard or exposure
data, or both, are required. Usually, the first measurements
of hazard and exposure are made under "worst case"
conditions. For instance in the risk assessment of
pesticides, the exposure may be set as the concentration
of the active ingredient in the formulated product and the
hazard assessed under conditions where contact with the
pesticide is unavoidable; these are known as 'tier I' tests
and are combined to give a tier I risk assessment.

If the risk judged under tier I conditions is below that
which triggers concern, by definition no further testing is
necessary to conclude that the risks are acceptable because
the risks have been assessed under worst case conditions.
The trigger value may be set conservatively (a low value
for HQs), so that false negatives (compounds that appear
to have negligible risk and require no further testing, when
further testing is necessary) are minimized. When the risk
is greater than the trigger value, "higher tier tests" that
introduce more realism may be justified. These higher tier
tests seek to identify false positives that are likely to result
from tier I assessments. For each tier, a new trigger value
that accounts for the greater realism of the test is set, and
revised decisions are made about the acceptable amount
of risk in these circumstances.

Tier I tests are not intended to be realistic: their purpose
is to aid early decision making and thereby minimize
unnecessary costs of testing of substances (including
transgenic crops) that present very low hazard. Although
direct costs (expense of doing the work, delay in selling
the product) are borne by the developer of the product,
they may be borne more widely if additional testing delays
the introduction of an efficacious product that reduces
environmental risks compared with current practice.

For the testing of chemical pesticides, a more-or-less
standard procedure is now used within the European
Union to predict effects on non-target arthropods
(Candolfi et al., 2000; EPPO, 2003). The hazard of the
pesticide to a small number of representative indicator
organisms is measured using protocols that have been rigorously evaluated for consistency of results among many laboratories. Exposures are also estimated using a common set of experiments and models and combined with the hazard estimates to give a standard set of risk estimators with agreed trigger values. If tier I assessments all fall below the trigger values, the expectation is that regulators from different laboratories will reach the same decision: the pesticide poses negligible risk under the assessed pattern of use. Similar methods can be used to assess the safety of insecticidal protein expressed in plants (Dutton et al., 2003; US EPA, 2001) and many studies indicate these methods are predictive of effects in the field (Naranjo et al., 2005).

A tiered approach to the risk assessment of genetically modified (GM) crops has been proposed (Poppy, 2000; Wilkinson et al., 2003b). However advocacy of tiered tests stops short of the recommendation that risk assessment should seek the minimum necessary information to help make a decision. Often a tiered risk assessment for transgenic crops refers to the order in which tests are done: characterization of the protein, then characterization of the plant, and finally an assessment of the effects of cultivation of the plant; the results of earlier studies being used to interpret the field data. Strictly, this is not tiered testing because under a tiered system the objective is to assess risk at each tier (not just collect data) and only proceed to a high tier (less worse case) if necessary.

In addition to assessing risk, studies of hazard and exposure can be used to design and assess the efficacy of risk management. For example, if plants are transformed with a pesticidal protein, events with the lowest pollen expression may be selected to reduce exposure of non-target organisms. Risk management includes the discontinuation of the development of a product should data indicate that risks are high and that exposure and hazard cannot be reduced without the product becoming ineffective.

PEST RESISTANT CROPS AND "ECOLOGICAL RELEASE"

One of the main concerns about transgenic crops is that they will hybridize with wild plants, and that the traits conferred by the transgenes will increase the abundance or distribution of the wild species (Bergelson et al., 1998; Butler and Reichhardt, 1999; Ellstrand, 2001; Ellstrand et al., 1999; Raybould and Gray, 1994; Scheffler and Dale, 1994). This concern arises from the concept of "ecological release".

Some plant species that are not invasive in their native range become invasive when introduced into new areas. The ecological release concept proposes that in the native range, pests and pathogens control the abundance and spread of these plants. Outside the native range, these pests and pathogens are absent, “releasing” the plants from controls on their abundance and spread (Mitchell and Power, 2003). A similar release could occur if the plants became tolerant or resistant to the pests and pathogens through introgression of transgenes, or indeed acquire non-transgenic resistance through hybridization or mutation.

Transgenic virus resistance in Brassica

Since 1986, many crops have been transformed with DNA sequences derived from viruses (and also non-virus-derived sequences) to obtain tolerance or resistance to economically damaging diseases caused by virus infection (Cooper and Walsh, 2003); some virus tolerant transgenic varieties, notably of papaya, squash and tobacco have been grown commercially. TuMV causes serious disease in many crops, including cabbage and other Brassica vegetables, oilseed rape, chicory, horseradish, lettuce, peas and rhubarb (Shattuck, 1992), and transgenic approaches have been used to obtain resistance to TuMV (Dinant et al., 1993; 1997; Jan et al., 2000). In anticipation of the possible field release of transgenic TuMV resistant B. napus (Lehmann et al., 1996) we assessed whether the introgression of genes for TuMV tolerance could lead to ecological release in wild Brassica species.

We studied the ecology of TuMV in three wild brassicas in England: Brassica oleracea L. (wild cabbage), a long-lived perennial that grows on sea cliffs; Brassica nigra (L.) Koch (black mustard), an annual that grows in ruderal habitats; and Brassica rapa L. subsp. sylvestris (L.) Janchen (wild turnip), an annual or biennial species that grows on riverbanks (Mitchell and Richards, 1979; Preston et al., 2002; Rich, 1991; Wilkinson et al., 2003a). The weedy forms of B. rapa that infest Brassica crops are not considered here. These species have the genome designations ‘CC’, ‘BB’ and ‘AA’ respectively. Ancestors of these species are the progenitors of important tetraploid oilseed crops B. napus (AACC), B. juncea (AABB) and B. carinata (BBCC) (U, 1935). B. rapa and B. oleracea can hybridize with B. napus under field conditions (Wilkinson et al., 2000; M.J. Wilkinson, personal communication) and, because B. napus is widely commercially cultivated in the UK (Heritage, 2003), there is potential for introgression of genes from transgenic oilseed rape in these species. Indeed, a detailed map of the
predicted incidence of hybridization between oilseed rape and *B. rapa* in the UK has been published (Wilkinson et al., 2003a). There are no records from the field of hybrids between *B. nigra* and *B. napus*, although the species can be crossed in the laboratory (Chèvre et al., 2004; Scheffler and Dale, 1994). These data are discussed in more detail below in the section on exposure assessments.

**RISK ASSESSMENT FRAMEWORK FOR VIRUS RESISTANCE GENES**

**Assessment endpoints**

Risk assessment begins by identifying the potential harmful consequences of a proposed action; in this instance we will consider the cultivation of oilseed rape with transgenic resistance to TuMV and the harm that may result from spread of the resistance gene to wild relatives. Harm from introgression of virus-derived virus resistance transgenes could occur through the evolution of new diseases, via recombination of transgene mRNA with the RNA of viruses that infected the transgenic wild relative, or through ecological release of the wild relative (Cooper and Raybould, 1997). Here, we will consider harm from ecological release only.

The harm caused by the ecological release of a wild relative is analogous to that produced by the spread of an introduced invasive species. Pimentel et al. (2001) identified the main problems caused by invasive plants, other than weeds of crops:

- Displacement of native plant species (and presumably other taxa that use those plants as food, shelter, etc.);
- Physical changes, including reduced water supply, increased frequency of bush fires and changed nutrient cycles;
- Detrimental effects on recreation (this is a particular problem with aquatic plants that affect fishing, boating, swimming, etc.);
- Loss of yield in semi-natural pastures;
- Costs of control.

The problems identified by Pimentel et al. are probably not an exhaustive list of possible harmful effects of ecological release of wild relatives; however they are likely to be the most important. Also, they are very close to being operational assessment endpoints: for example, physical changes could be quantified in terms of litres of water, or area burnt; displacement of native species could be defined in terms of population sizes of taxa with legal protection, and so on (Raybould, 2005; Raybould and Wilkinson, 2005). Therefore it may be possible to devise assessment endpoints that are the ultimate concerns about ecological release. Nevertheless, we use a simpler assessment endpoint: the population size of wild relatives. The reason for this is that theory linking the size of the population of a wild relative to displacement of other species or physical changes in its habitat is lacking, therefore we take a conservative approach and assume that any increase in the population size of a wild relative is harmful. In other words, we suppose that a trigger for action is an indication that the population size could increase if the resistance gene were to introgress.

**Test endpoints and trigger values for exposure**

The simplest way to define exposure in relation to ecological release is the likelihood of hybridization between the crop and wild relative in the area covered by the risk assessment. There are several reasons for considering hybridization, rather than gene frequency, as the endpoint for exposure: hybridization is more conservative (introgression does not follow automatically from hybridization); gene frequency will be influenced by the properties of the transgene, which are conceptually easier to consider as hazards rather than components of exposure; hybridization is easy to test in a tiered manner; and if hybridization can be ruled out there is no risk and hence no need for hazard testing.

The possibility of hybrid formation can be assessed using a tiered approach as advocated by Raybould (2004):

- **Tier I**: Test for hybrid production using laboratory methods (hand pollination, embryo rescue, etc.).
  - No hybrids, stop testing; hybrids, go to tier II;
- **Tier II**: Test for ‘spontaneous’ hybrid production (lab/field).
  - No hybrids, stop testing; hybrids, go to tier III;
- **Tier III**: Search for naturally-produced hybrids.
  - No hybrids, stop testing; hybrids, base risk assessment on hazard in regions where hybrids are found.

In well-studied flora such as that of the UK, there is, in effect, Tier III data for most crop and wild relative combinations (Preston et al., 2002; Raybould and Gray, 1993). However, this scheme could be followed in regions where there is uncertainty over whether a crop and a wild species are sexually compatible. If negligible risk can be established because of the low likelihood of hybridization, hazard testing may be unnecessary. If hybridization cannot be ruled out with high certainty, hazard testing will be required to assess risk.
Test endpoints and trigger values for hazard

We defined an unacceptable effect of introgression of disease resistance genes as any increase in the population size of a wild relative. For this to occur, several conditions need to be satisfied:

1. The wild relative must be infectible and sensitive to the pathogen against which the transgene provides resistance. If the plant species is already immune, additional resistance gene (s) will have no effect (except possibly if the pre-existing resistance mechanism has detrimental pleiotropic effects).

2. The pathogen must increase mortality or reduce reproduction, or both. Plant population size will be unchanged unless enhanced resistance increases the persistence or reproductive rate of infected individuals.

3. The wild relative must be infected by the pathogen naturally in the field. Although the wild crop relative may be experimentally infectible by a specific pathogen, the plant species may not become infected in the field, for example because appropriate vectors are absent.

4. No density dependent mortality should operate before introgression. Density dependent mortality operates when an increase in density leads to an increase in mortality; in simple terms the population size in an area is limited by space. If the size of the population is already controlled by density dependent factors, increased numbers of plants resulting from fewer pathogen induced deaths will not result in a stable increase in population size.

In addition to these ‘event independent’ factors, other conditions relating to the specific construct used to create the transgenic crop must also apply:

5. The transgene must function in the genetic background of the wild relative.

6. The ‘cost’ of transgene resistance in the absence of the pathogen must be small. If the transgene confers reduced fitness when the plant is not challenged by the pathogen, the gene may not persist in the population, especially if the pathogen is distributed patchily in space or time.

The first four statements suggest a tiered framework for testing whether hybridization (introgression) of resistance gene would lead to ecological release (i.e., an assessment of hazard). Below we describe the general principles of tiered testing for ecological release following introgression of a gene for virus resistance; similar experiments could be designed for other pathogens. After describing the tests, we illustrate them with examples from our research on TuMV in wild *Brassica* species.

**Tier I laboratory study**

This study assesses the infectibility/sensitivity of the wild relative to high doses of the viruses potentially controlled by the transgene. For convenience, and to achieve worst case doses of virus, inoculation should be mechanical (manual), where possible. A range of plant and pathogen genotypes should be used in these tests to minimize the possibility of mistaking gene-for-gene resistance to virus replication for immunity or field resistance (see Cooper and Jones, 1983, for definitions). Similarly, if an animal vector is obligatory for virus transmission, a range of vector genotypes should be tested. For example, the whitefly *Bemisia tabaci* is the only known vector of Begomoviruses (a genus of Geminviruses). However, biological “races” of *B. tabaci* occur and differences in vector competence may absolutely determine the host range of specific virus isolates (Bedford et al., 1994; Burban et al., 1992). Sensitivity can be judged by visual symptoms; if no symptoms are visible, immunity should be distinguished from tolerance using serological or other methods specifically to detect the target virus. We have set the unacceptable effect to be any increase in the population size of the wild relative; therefore the trigger for higher tier testing is any indication of susceptibility. Other triggers could be set depending on other definitions of unacceptable change in the assessment endpoint.

**Tier II laboratory or field study**

This study determines whether the pathogen reduces survival or reproduction of the wild relative. Plants should be inoculated with pathogen strains to which they are susceptible, and survival and reproduction compared with mock-inoculated controls. It may be obvious from the results of the Tier I study that survival and reproduction are reduced by the pathogen, however effects of some pathogens are subtle and may only be revealed by long-term observations. The trigger for a higher tier study is any statistically significant reduction in survival or reproduction, though other triggers could be set.

**Tier III field study**

This study determines whether the wild relative is infected with the pathogen in the field. Susceptibility to the pathogen in the laboratory does not demonstrate that the wild relative will be infected in the field (in the same way as sexual compatibility between two plant species in the laboratory does not mean that the species will form hybrids in the field). Estimates of the proportion of plants
infected in the field may show that the pathogen is absent, perhaps because vectors are absent. Pathogen infection should be measured by genetic or immunological methods because some pathogens can infect asymptomatically. In our scheme, a higher tier study would be triggered by the discovery of infected plants.

**Tier IV demographic field studies**

The purpose of this study is to determine whether density dependent factors are controlling population size; an increase in survival or seed production due to protection from a virus may not lead to an increase in population growth rate (Bergelson, 1994). There are several ways this could be tested. The pathogen could be excluded from field sites using pesticides and the population dynamics compared with equivalent plots under pathogen pressure; seeds could be sown into field sites to simulate additional seed production from pathogen resistant plants and the population dynamics compared with control plots; seedling densities in the field could be estimated and laboratory experiments could examine whether adult plant density is increased if seeds are sown at higher density than that in the field. In each case, the experiment is attempting to simulate additional survival or reproduction resulting from pathogen resistance and testing whether this results in changes in population dynamics.

In addition to this general scheme, hazards could also be assessed for particular events using experiments to test whether pathogen resistance genes function in the wild genetic background and whether there are costs to possessing the resistance gene in the absence of the pathogen. We do not refer to these tests here, but an example of an experiment to detect a cost of conventional major gene resistance to TuMV is described by Raybould et al. (2003).

**RISK ASSESSMENT FOR INTROGRESSION OF TUMV RESISTANCE FROM OILSEED RAPE INTO WILD BRASSICA POPULATIONS IN THE UK**

**Assessment of exposure**

Hybridization between oilseed rape and its wild relatives has been the subject of intensive research over the last 15 years (see Chèvre et al., 2004; Scheffler and Dale, 1994, for reviews). *B. nigra* and *B. napus* will hybridize when pollinated manually (Tier I), but no spontaneous hybrids have been recorded in the field (Tier III). Therefore, the likelihood of any hybridization between *B. nigra* and a virus resistant *B. napus* under field conditions is very low. *B. oleracea* and *B. napus* will form hybrids when pollinated manually (Scheffler and Dale, 1994), and there is one unconfirmed record of spontaneous hybrid formation in a field experiment (Chèvre et al., 1998). Recently, hybrids have been found in a *B. oleracea* population in Dorset, UK (M.J. Wilkinson, personal communication), but at low frequency. Therefore, hybrids between transgenic oilseed rape and *B. oleracea* might occur sporadically if oilseed rape were grown close to populations of wild *B. oleracea*.

*B. rapa* and *B. napus* hybridise readily in the laboratory (Scheffler and Dale, 1994), and hybrids are found where *B. rapa* occurs as a weed of oilseed rape (Hansen et al., 2001) and in wild populations of *B. rapa* near to oilseed rape fields (Wilkinson et al., 2000). Using a combination of remote sensing, field surveys, molecular genetics and mathematical modeling, Wilkinson et al. (2003a) estimated that in *B. rapa* populations in the United Kingdom about 50,000 *B. napus × B. rapa* hybrids form annually.

**Assessment of hazard**

In this section we present the results of experiments designed to assess whether ecological release could occur if a TuMV resistance gene introgressed into a population of *B. nigra*, *B. oleracea* or *B. rapa*. The data are presented according to the tiered testing scheme described above. Although some data are unpublished, full details of the experimental methods and most results are presented elsewhere (Maskell et al., 1999; Pallett et al., 2002; Raybould et al., 1999a; 2000; 2003; Thurston et al., 2001). Therefore only data relevant to risk assessment are given here.

**Brassica nigra**

Tier I laboratory study of infectibility. A total of 40 seedlings from 4 *B. nigra* populations from Dorset on the south coast of England were grown in a glasshouse. At 4 weeks old, the seedlings were challenged with TuMV isolated from a plant of wild *B. oleracea* growing at Chapman’s Pool, Dorset. Eighteen seedlings were inoculated mechanically by rubbing sap from TuMV-infected *B. juncea* into the leaves; 17 plants became infected. Twenty-two seedlings were exposed to aphids that had recently fed on the TuMV-infected *B. juncea*; 20 became infected. All infected seedlings developed systematic necrosis within
10 days and were dead 2 to 3 weeks after inoculation (Thurston et al., 2001). Eight-week-old plants of *B. nigra* were also challenged mechanically; necrosis took longer to develop, but 8 weeks after inoculation 15 out of 19 plants had died and the remaining four were stunted and had severe necrosis of the apical meristem (Thurston et al., 2001). The data show that at least some populations of *B. nigra* are highly susceptible and sensitive to local isolates of TuMV and hence ecological release is possible and higher tier studies are triggered.

Tier II study for reduction in survival and reproduction. Because of the obvious symptoms in the inoculated plants in the tier I study, further studies to measure whether TuMV reduces the reproduction of *B. nigra* were not necessary.

Tier III study of infection in the field. Adult *B. nigra* plants were collected in 3 consecutive years from 4 Dorset populations and tested for the presence of TuMV by ELISA. Of 597 plants tested, only 5 gave positive ELISA readings. However, these data are a ‘snapshot’ and it is not possible to be certain whether *B. nigra* is infected rarely, or infected frequently with subsequent rapid death. To distinguish between these possibilities, we tested for the presence of TuMV infection in natural seedling cohorts in two sites in Dorset. At each site, the number of infected plants in a 20 cm × 20 cm quadrat was estimated fortnightly for 16 months. TuMV was detected in 3 of 62 samples, and at a maximum frequency of 2% (54 of 2201 plants infected). These data suggest that TuMV rarely infects *B. nigra* in Dorset (Raybould et al., 2003).

Tier IV demographic field studies. The tier III infection study suggests that the hazard from any introgression of a TuMV resistance gene is low, and when combined with exposure data suggests that the risk of ecological release of TuMV-resistant *B. nigra* is negligible. No requirement for tier IV data is suggested by these results. However, demographic data from 2 sites were collected during the field infection study, and for the sake of completeness are reported briefly. In 1999–2000, there was a flush of germination in early September (Cohort 1), and seeds continued to germinate in late September (Cohort 2). All seeds that germinated after September were included in cohort 3. At one site (Chapman’s Pool) Cohort 3 consisted of a few seeds that germinated in October; at the other site (Kimmeridge) a few seeds germinated in October followed by a huge flush of germination in January and February. At both sites, all flowering plants in 2000 were recruited from cohort 1 (Raybould et al., 2003).

In 2000–2001, the Chapman’s Pool population followed a similar pattern to the previous year, although the number of seedlings was about half that in 1999. In February 2001 all surviving seedlings were from Cohort 2, and there was little or no germination in January. At Kimmeridge in autumn 2000 there were also fewer seedlings than the previous year. By February 2001, all plants from Cohorts 1 and 2 were dead, probably because of the very wet autumn of 2000. Again, there was a strong flush of seedlings in January. We could not monitor the populations after 2001 because of movement restrictions imposed following an outbreak of foot and mouth disease. However, there were seed-producing plants at both sites in August 2001, and these were assumed to be from Cohort 2 at Chapman’s Pool and from Cohort 3 at Kimmeridge (Raybould et al., 2003).

In summary, at both sites in 1999, Cohort 1 survived and subsequent cohorts were unable to establish. In 2000, Cohort 1 was destroyed by heavy rain, leaving room for recruitment from later cohorts. Taken together with the virus infection data from the field we can suggest that climatic and density dependent factors are far more important than viruses in controlling recruitment.

**Brassica oleracea**

Tier I laboratory study of Infectibility. Seven hundred and twenty seedlings were grown in a glasshouse and mechanically inoculated with a single isolate of TuMV when four weeks old. The seedlings comprised 60 half-sib families of 12 individuals, taken from three sites on the coast of Dorset, UK. TuMV was isolated was from a plant of *B. oleracea* at one of those sites. Four weeks after inoculation, the concentration of TuMV in each seedling was measured using quantitative ELISA. No seedlings died during the experiment although the highest concentration of virus in an inoculated seedling was 200,000 times that of the lowest concentration (Raybould et al., 2000). The data show that at least some genotypes of wild *B. oleracea* are infectible and sensitive to TuMV and therefore ecological release is possible.

Tier II for reduction in survival and reproduction. One hundred and eighty five seedlings of *B. oleracea* from five sites in Dorset were grown in a glasshouse until they had produced three to five fully expanded leaves and then inoculated with the same isolate of TuMV as used above. Two hundred and three plants were inoculated with water as a control. Four weeks after inoculation, plants were transplanted into a fallow area of a cereal field. Eighteen months after transplantation, 21.7% of control plants had died, whereas 34.1% of the TuMV inoculated plants had died (*P* < 0.01). Among the surviving plants, there were no significant differences in growth, but the
TuMV-inoculated plants produced significantly fewer seeds than the controls (1426 ± 438 TuMV; 3405 ± 604 control [seeds per plant ± SE]; P < 0.001) (Maskell et al., 1999). The data indicate that TuMV-resistant *B. oleracea* might have increased survival and reproduction, indicating the possibility of ecological release, and hence triggering higher tier studies.

Tier III study of infection in the field. We tested for the presence of TuMV at several times and in several populations of *B. oleracea* on the Dorset coast: 5 populations in 1995, 3 in 1998, and 4 in 1999. A total of 723 plant was tested, of which 158 (22%) were positive for TuMV by ELISA. There were statistically significant differences in the proportion of plants infected among sites within years, and among years within sites (Raybould et al., 1999a; 2003).

Tier IV demographic field studies. *B. oleracea* plants can live for over 20 years (Mitchell and Richards, 1979); therefore although TuMV was detected in the field, studies similar to those carried out on *B. nigra* were not attempted for *B. oleracea*.

**Brassica rapa**

Tier I laboratory study of infectibility. Seedlings from two populations of *B. rapa* from the Thames in Oxfordshire (Abingdon and Culham) were grown in a glasshouse and mechanically challenged with TuMV when 4 weeks old. Two TuMV isolates were used: one from *B. oleracea* growing at Chapman’s Pool, Dorset, and the other from *B. oleracea* from Llandudno, North Wales. A total of 30 seedlings were challenged with the Llandudno isolate, and 18 were challenged with the Dorset isolate. All plants challenged with the Dorset isolate showed symptoms, and 9 weeks after challenge 10 plants had died. Twenty plants challenged with the Llandudno isolate were infected, as measured by ELISA, and all showed symptoms, including vein clearing and severe mottling. Nine weeks after challenge with the Llandudno isolate, the infected plants were severely stunted, but not dead (Pallett et al., 2002). The data show that at least some populations of *B. rapa* are highly susceptible and sensitive to local isolates of TuMV and hence ecological release is possible. Consequently, higher tier studies are triggered.

Tier II study for reduction in survival and reproduction. Because of the obvious symptoms associated with virus infection in the inoculated plants in the tier I study, further studies to measure whether TuMV reduces the reproduction of *B. rapa* were not necessary.

Tier III study of infection in the field. Between June 2000 and July 2001, 2644 plants of *B. rapa* were sampled from Abingdon and Culham and tested for TuMV. No TuMV infections were found. As with *B. nigra*, a more detailed study to supplement this ‘snapshot’ would increase our certainty that TuMV does not infect *B. rapa* in the field. However given that 2644 plants of various ages were tested, infection with TuMV followed by rapid death is very unlikely and further studies, at least in these Oxfordshire populations, seem unwarranted.

Tier IV demographic field studies. Should it be discovered that the absence of TuMV from *B. rapa* in the field is due to infection and rapid death of a large number of plants, studies of the demography of wild *B. rapa* would determine whether protection from TuMV infection is likely to increase its population growth.

**SUMMARY RISK ASSESSMENTS FOR WILD BRASSICA IN THE UK**

*B. nigra*

Exposure to TuMV resistance genes will be very low to zero because hybridization between *B. nigra* and *B. napus* under field conditions is extremely unlikely. TuMV resistance poses minimal hazard because *B. nigra* is rarely infected with TuMV, and because climate and density dependent mortality appear to control the population dynamics of *B. nigra*. Therefore, the risk of ecological release of *B. nigra* due to the cultivation of TuMV resistant oilseed rape is negligible in southern England.

*B. oleracea*

Exposure to TuMV resistance genes will be low to zero; hybridization between *B. oleracea* and *B. napus* is possible under field conditions, but is likely to be rare and sporadic. Laboratory and field data indicate a potential hazard of TuMV resistance genes: wild *B. oleracea* is infected with TuMV in the field and experimental inoculation of *B. oleracea* results in lower survival and seed production compared with mock inoculated controls. It is unclear whether increases in survival and seed production will alter the population dynamics of wild *B. oleracea*.

Although TuMV inoculation at the seedling stage produced a clear reduction in survival and fecundity, we found no correlation between TuMV and fitness components in the field. Therefore, infection at seedling stage may have over-estimated the effect of TuMV (Raybould et al., 1999b). Also, Raybould et al. (2000) found high heritability for immunity to TuMV in Dorset populations of *B. oleracea*. These data suggest that selection for
resistance to TuMV is not strong, and that susceptible plants persist alongside immune plants through tolerance of TuMV as adults. Therefore, these data suggest that while ecological release of TuMV resistant *B. oleracea* is possible, the risks are low in southern England.

*B. rapa*

Exposure to TuMV resistance genes will be relatively high due to the sexual compatibility of *B. rapa* and *B. napus* and the co-occurrence of these species in many parts of the UK (Wilkinson et al., 2003a). Preliminary experiments suggest that the TuMV resistance poses low hazard in *B. rapa* populations. Although TuMV can infect *B. rapa* in the laboratory, no infected plants have been found in the field. Of course this could indicate that infected plants die extremely rapidly and so are not detected. However, this seems unlikely, as some experimentally inoculated *B. rapa* survive for at least 9 weeks. Detailed observations similar to those carried out on *B. nigra* would increase our certainty that the absence of TuMV from *B. rapa* populations is due to lack of infection rather than infection and rapid death. Observations by Wilkinson (pers. comm.) suggest that flooding controls the establishment and persistence of *B. rapa* populations on river banks. Therefore, even if TuMV were shown to cause mortality in *B. rapa*, the effect of TuMV resistance genes of the population dynamics of wild *B. rapa* is likely to be minimal (weedy *B. rapa* might be different depending on its population dynamics). Thus, the risk of ecological release of *B. rapa* due to the cultivation of TuMV resistant oilseed rape, at least in southern England, is low, but not negligible.

**DISCUSSION**

Assessment of the environmental risks of agriculture is not new; for example, the potential impacts of pesticides on non-target arthropods have been the subject of standard, relatively uncontroversial, and apparently successful risk assessments for many years (Barrett et al., 1994; Candolfi et al., 2000; EPPO, 2003). However, risk assessments for the release of transgenic plants, which have similar objectives to those for pesticides, remain controversial. We discuss possible reasons for this in the light of our methods for assessing the risks of the introgression of TuMV resistance.

An environmental risk assessment is a way of organizing information to help decide whether a course of action will lead to unacceptable environmental harm. The risk assessment does not constitute the decision; rather it analyses the probability that harm will occur, the likely magnitude of the harm and the uncertainty associated with those predictions. Decisions are made by weighing the environmental predictions with other relevant information, such as the economic, legal, social and political implications of the proposed course of action.

The risk assessment is not necessarily a method for setting a research agenda (Hill and Sendashonga, 2003), because sufficient information may be available already to assess risk satisfactorily. The risk assessment does not seek to develop theory or generate new data unless the expense and delay is warranted by a high probability of improving the decision (selecting the right decision, or having greater certainty that the decision is correct). In fact, an effective risk assessment seeks to minimize the amount of data required to reach a sound judgment because collection of superfluous data often confuses decision-making and diverts effort from more worthwhile activities (Raybould, 2005). Indeed, if the collection of additional data delays the introduction of a beneficial product, overall environmental risk may be increased rather than reduced (Cross, 1996).

In this paper, we show that it is possible to design a set of simple experiments to assess the potential risks of introgression of TuMV resistance from oilseed rape into related wild species. We do not claim that our data provide a comprehensive risk assessment for TuMV resistant oilseed rape worldwide; for example tolerance or resistance to TuMV may vary locally because of genetic variation in the pathogen and its hosts. However, our work does show that tiered testing for the risk assessment of increased weediness (fitness) following the introgression of disease resistance genes is feasible. Assessments can be made using results from simple laboratory experiments and field observations and without comprehensive knowledge of ecosystem dynamics.

This view is not common. The more widespread opinion among ecologists is that research addressing possible harm from transgenic crops should do more than generate a minimum set of data for decision making. Instead, it should aim to increase “understanding” of ecological processes (Elvin et al., 2003; Hails and Morley, 2005). We disagree with this view because we believe it confuses rather than helps risk assessment.

Peters (1991) argues that ecology has failed to become a predictive science because practitioners tend not to study whole phenomena, but break them into components and analyse them mechanistically. Detailed data on the components are collected, but no theory is built to predict the phenomenon of interest; or if a theory is built, its complexity leads to predictions that are little better than random. A detailed critique of mechanistic analysis in
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ecology and its philosophical basis can be found in Peters (1991). It is sufficient here to note that Peters associates mechanistic analysis with realism, the philosophy that science captures the reality of natural phenomena; this leads ecologists to seek exhaustive depictions of complexity to “understand” these phenomena. Peters argues that understanding is subjective, and that the only objective way to evaluate science is by the success of its predictions. Science should, therefore, develop methods to predict natural phenomena, rather than build detailed descriptions of them; this view is called instrumentalism. Like Peters’ view of pure science, we believe that risk assessment should seek prediction, not understanding.

The consequences of searching for understanding, when combined with misinterpretation of risk, hazard and exposure, have been detrimental for risk assessment of transgenic crops: many data are produced without a clear idea of how they will be used, and risk assessment becomes stuck in a morass of data of unknown relevance. A good example is the many studies that were made of the breeding system and life cycle of oilseed rape in the 1990s, ostensibly to predict rates of gene flow. Many components of gene flow were measured: the distance pollen is dispersed; the mechanism of dispersal (insects or wind); pollen longevity in relation to temperature and humidity; intraspecific hybridization between male sterile oilseed rape and other crucifers; the relative growth rates of oilseed rape pollen and pollen of other species; seed longevity and dormancy; and population persistence of feral populations of oilseed rape. These studies were carried out to “assess the risks” of releasing GM oilseed rape in Europe. Presumably, the authors of these studies saw the studies’ relevance to risk assessment as providing data to predict gene flow from GM oilseed rape to non-GM rape and to other species. However, no theory exists to link the observations to an estimate of gene flow (Raybould, 2004), and therefore the data are of unknown relevance to any risk assessment. This contrasts with the work of Wilkinson et al. (2003a), which had a clear theory to link observations to the endpoint of interest, the number of B. napus × B. rapa hybrids formed annually in the UK.

A related problem is that even if estimates of gene flow were made, they would only comprise an estimate of exposure. However, the careless presentation of an exposure estimate in the absence of other components necessary for risk assessment can create the impression that a serious risk has been demonstrated. Similarly, demonstration of a hazard in the absence of data on exposure should not be taken as a demonstration of risk. Furthermore, if relevance to risk assessment is claimed, it should be made clear what risk is being evaluated; a definition of unwanted change to assessment endpoints should be a minimum requirement to give the results context. If this cannot be supplied, claims of relevance to risk assessment are spurious, however good the science, and serve only to increase confusion and unease about the risks of transgenic crops.

If “understanding” the ecology of TuMV in natural populations of Brassica species were necessary for risk assessment, there are endless studies we could carry out, because there is always something we could study in more detail, and we could claim all the studies were relevant. However, as the discussion above shows, this will end in confusion. Risk assessment cannot rely on an undefined feeling that we understand something; and will not be helped by data of unspecified relevance to predicting changes to assessment endpoints, or confusing hazard and exposure with risk. Rather risk assessment depends on a clear formulation of the problem: the management objectives, the assessment endpoints (operational definitions of the management objectives), a conceptual model to link changes in the assessment endpoints to estimates of exposure and hazard (test endpoints), a method for evaluating risk from the values of the test endpoints, and a value of risk on which a decision is made.

In this paper, we show that it is possible to define these terms for the risk assessment of introgression of a TuMV resistance gene from oilseed rape into its wild relatives:

- management objectives are set by law and include the protection of human health and the environment, including endangered species and their habitats;
- the assessment endpoint is the population size of a wild relative;
- the conceptual model is that the assessment endpoint will be affected if:
  - hybridization is possible between oilseed rape and the wild relative;
  - the wild relative is not immune to TuMV;
  - TuMV reduces survival or reproduction of the wild relative;
  - TuMV infects the wild relative in the field;
  - the population size wild relative is presently limited by density;
  - the transgene confers resistance to TuMV to the wild relative;
  - there is no cost of resistance in the wild relative.
- Test endpoints for exposure are:
  1. production of hybrids in the laboratory by any means;
  2. production of spontaneous hybrids in laboratory or field experiments;
3. presence of hybrids in the wild.
• Test endpoints for hazard are:
  1. infection with TuMV of the wild relative in the laboratory;
  2. lower survival and reproduction of the wild relative infected with TuMV;
  3. infection of the wild relative with TuMV in the wild;
  4. high population growth rates of the wild relative at high plant densities.

These definitions lead to a set of simple experiments, the results of which allow a decision to stop testing or carry out further studies. When considering hazard or exposure, a positive result in “experiment 1” triggers “experiment 2”, and so on. A risk is identified if hybridization is detected and ecological release cannot be ruled out with confidence.

We offer this scheme as an illustration of how an apparently complicated problem, predicting the likelihood and effects of an increase in fitness of a wild plant, can be simplified by clear problem formulation. As discussed above, the conclusions may not hold worldwide. However we believe that they are reasonable for southern England at least, particularly as an increase in population size is a very conservative endpoint (we might only be concerned about an increase if it harms something of value) (Raybould and Wilkinson, 2005). Finally, we should point out that the risks the introgression of virus resistance genes apply equally to non-transgenic major crucifer species. If the risks of ecological release are judged acceptable for conventional resistance, there is no logical reason to require disproportionately onerous testing of transgenic resistance (Miller and Conko, 2005).
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